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Abstract
This research tested the following well known strategies to deal with binary imbalanced data
on 82 different real life data sets (sampled to imbalance rates of 5%, 3%, 1%, and 0.1%):
class weight, SMOTE, Underbagging, and a baseline (just the base classifier). As base
classifiers we used SVM with RBF kernel, random forests, and gradient boosting machines
and we measured the quality of the resulting classifier using 6 different metrics (Area under
the curve, Accuracy, F-measure, G-mean, Matthew’s correlation coefficient and Balanced
accuracy). The best strategy strongly depends on the metric used to measure the quality
of the classifier. For AUC and accuracy class weight and the baseline perform better; for
F-measure and MCC, SMOTE performs better; and for G-mean and balanced accuracy,
underbagging.
Keywords: Imbalance classification; empirical comparisons; multiple metrics; strong
base classifiers
1. Introduction
A class imbalance binary classification problem is a classification task where the training
data (and one expects the test or future data) does not contain the same proportion of
examples from both classes. The imbalance rate is the proportion of the minority class on
the whole dataset. Although there is no accepted threshold below which one would say the
problem is imbalanced, the published research usually deal with imbalance rates of 10% to
1%. Traditionally the minority class in an imbalanced problem is called the positive class,
and the majority is the negative.
There are in general two different problems with imbalanced classification problems.
The first is that detecting the positive class is more important than the negative class, or
the cost of missing a positive is much higer than the cost of missing a negative case. If
the classification problem is being use as a triage, and the positive case is the detection of
a disease, to misclassify a person as not having the disease when she does is much more
serious than misclassifying a healthy person as having the disease, since in a triage situation,
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a positive case will be further analysed (by a more precise and costly test). In this case,
the false positive will incur in the cost of this further test, but the false negative will not
be further analysed, resulting in a sick person who believe she is healthy and not seeking
further treatment, which is a costlier mistake.
The second problem is that the fewer exemples of the positive class may result in sub-
optimal classifiers. Haixiang et al. (2017) lists five reasons that has been proposed in the
previous literature on why classifiers may be sub-optimal when training on imbalanced data.
For example, if the classifier is trying to minimize an global metric, it may be reasonable to
disregard the errors of the positive examples (since there are so few of them) and minimize
the errors of the negative examples. For example, a logistic regression minimizes sum of
the square distance between the prediction and the correct value, and a minimal solution
may simply accept the errors of all positive examples and minimize the sum of errors of the
majority class.
This global problem of a bias of the classifier for the negative class may exacerbated
in local regions. For example, the issue known as “small disjuncts” (Jo and Japkowicz,
2004) the positive class is grouped into small clusters, which may seem as isolated from
each other. It could be the case that the isolation of the clusters is a artefact of the small
number of positive examples in that region, and learning these small isolated regions may
be more difficult for the classifier, than learning a larger region. The issue known as “low
density” (Lo´pez et al., 2013) refers to the fact that some positive examples may be spread
over large volumes, resulting in low densities, and those examples would be likely interpreted
by the classifier as noise. Finally, the issue of “overlapping” (Denil and Trappenberg, 2010;
Prati et al., 2004) refer to regions where positive and negative examples have the same
quantity of examples, and therefore classifier have no further information on how to assign
different probabilities to the classes in these regions.
Thus, strategies or methodologies were created to improve the classification of imbal-
anced problems. In this paper we will call them strategies. He and Ma (2013) place the
imbalanced data strategies into four main classes:
• sampling These strategies will add or remove data points from the training set so
that it present a less skewed distribution to the base classifier. Among the sampling
strategies: random oversampling (Estabrooks et al., 2004), random undersampling
(Drummond et al., 2003), and synthetic sampling with data generation (Chawla et al.,
2002; He et al., 2008). In general terms, oversampling approaches will repeat examples
of the minority class to achieve a balanced data set to use as training; undersampling
approaches will remove majority class data until balance is achieved. Undersampling
can be random, or informed, so that the remaining negative examples are very infor-
mative to define the decision frontier. Also undersampling may be associated with
bagging - different versions of the original data set will be generated using random
undersampling and each version will be used to train different classifiers - a bagging of
the resulting classifier instances will be the final classifier. Synthetic data generation
will generate new positive examples until the resulting data set is balanced. Finally
there are hybrid strategies that will both over- and undersample the training set.
• cost sensitive These strategies add a cost to the classification construction algorithm
or optimisation so that errors have different costs, and thus the classifier would “try
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harder” to predict the minority class. A simple solution is to weight the data differ-
ently by classes, but the different classifier algorithms must be adapted to take the
weight into account. A classifier independent approach is to incorporate the cost to a
boosting approach (Domingos, 1999; Sun et al., 2007).
• kernel based approaches. There has been some research specific on modifying ker-
nels for imbalance data in particular for SVM (Wu and Chang, 2005; Liu and Chen,
2007), and extreme learning machines (Wu et al., 2016). We will not discuss further
these approaches.
• one-class approaches. One-class classifiers, such as one-class SVM (Scho¨lkopf et al.,
2001) or autoencoders can be used to learn the rare class (Raskutti and Kowalczyk,
2004). We will not discuss further these approaches.
Another way of classifying the strategies is whether they are internal or external
(Estabrooks et al., 2004). Internal strategies aim at changing the formulation of a particular
classifier so that it can deal better with imbalanced data. Cost sensitive approaches such
as class weight and kernel based approaches are internal.
External strategies assume an unmodified classifier which we will call a base classifier,
and construct a larger classifier by usually combining different instances of the base classifier
trained on different samples of the original data. All sampling approaches are external, as
are the MetaCost(Domingos, 1999) framework for a cost sensitive approach. Another family
of external strategies is the boosting formulations for imbalanced data (Chawla et al., 2003;
Seiffert et al., 2010; Sun et al., 2007). Some of these boosting strategies combine standard
boosting ideas (data weight and vote weight) with sampling (undersampling or oversampling
or a combination) to define the subset of data that will be used to train the next boost.
This research attempts to answer the question of what to do with an imbalanced data
set from the point of view of a practitioner. We assume that a practitioner:
1. prefer using powerful base classifiers, such as random forests, gradient boosting ma-
chines or SVM with RBF kernel. These three families were found to be the three best
classifiers for a large set of real life problems (Ferna´ndez-Delgado et al., 2014; Wainer,
2016).
2. prefer using already implemented external or internal approaches.
3. may use different metrics.
4. does not have a deep understanding of his or her own data, or an understanding of
the literature on solutions that deals with “similar” data.
We understand a practitioner as someone that is tasked to construct a workable solution
for a classification of a particular data set in weeks, as opposed to a researcher that has to
construct the best solution for a classification problem in months or years. This practitioner
will prefer off-the-shelf classifiers and already implemented imbalance strategies, and will
likely not spend the effort to understant his own data in depth beyond the fact that it is
imbalanced. The practitioner will not have the time, or the tools to undestand the intrinsic
characteristics of the data set (if there are small disjuncts, overlapping, or low density of the
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positive class) that may have an impact on the efficiency of different imbalance mitigation
strategies.
There has been some research that compare different strategies (as opposed to the
majority of research that propose a new strategy - and usually compare it to some of
the others). Three of those published research inform this research: Prati et al. (2015),
Galar et al. (2012), and Lo´pez et al. (2013) and they are discussed in detail in Section 1.1.
One characteristic of these researches is that in general they use less powerful base classifiers,
such as decision trees, kNN, naive Bayes, and so on. Two of them use SVMs among the
classifiers tested, which is one of our classifiers. The goal of this research is to discover if
the results they report remain the same if more powerful classifiers are used.
It is possible that by using less powerful base classifiers, the researchers are exploring
more clearly the differences between the strategies - if the classifier by itself cannot do
much, most of the observed difference will be the effect of the strategies themselves. In this
case, the goal of the research is to inform other scientists (as indeed they informed us) as
to which strategies are probably more useful for further exploration and development. But
those results may be misleading to a practitioner, who we believe, will start by using more
powerful classifiers.
Regarding the second point above, we believe that a practitioner will prefer to use
either already implemented strategies, or if none of them are available, the practitioner
would prefer implementing the simpler strategies. Thus in this research, when previous
empirical research has pointed out a set of strategies as “winning” strategies, we select from
them the ones that are either widely available or are easier to implement. In particular,
Galar et al. (2012) empirically determined that SMOTEBagging and RUSBoost are good
ensemble strategies, but we considered RUSBoost easier to implement and that was the one
we incorporated into this research. Similarly, Lo´pez et al. (2013) list SMOTE+ENN and
SMOTE as the (empirically determined) best oversampling strategies, and we decided to
test only SMOTE since there are many implementations available; they also list MetaCost
and class weight as good cost based solutions, but we only tested class weight in this research
since it is already available in all implementations of classifiers.
Regarding the third point above, the similar published researches only use AUC as the
quality metric. We do not know that a practitioner will necessarily use AUC as metric. As
we discuss in Section 2.2 there are other metrics that can be used in situations of imbalanced
data, and as this paper will show, the best strategies are very dependent on the metric
used! So we will perform all comparisons using 6 different quality metrics (AUC, Accuracy,
F-measure, G-mean, Balanced accuracy, and Matthew’s correlation coefficient), all of which
have been argued in the literature as useful metrics. We will give a small emphasis on AUC,
to compare our results with the literature, but results in all other 5 metrics will be displayed
and discussed.
Finally regarding the third point above, Lo´pez et al. (2013) among many others have
pointed out that it is not only the skewed class distributions that is the source of all difficul-
ties in imbalance problems, but that the skewness accentuates other problems, which we are
calling intrinsic (imbalanced) characteristics of the data set, such as small disjuncts, lack
of density, overlapping regions, noisy data, borderline examples, and theses characteristics
may be the cause of the lower performance of the classifiers. Some strategies were devel-
oped exactly to counteract one or more of these intrinsic characteristics (Holte et al., 1989;
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Han et al., 2005; Napiera la et al., 2010) and it could be the case that these strategies are
indeed the “winning” strategies even when using strong base classifiers, if one knows that
one or more of these intrinsic characteristics are salient on one’s data set. But we assume
that a practitioner has no tools to determine that, nor has knowledge of previous published
research that shows these characteristics for “similar” data.
1.1 Related literature
This research follows and extends three previous researches with a similar goal of empiri-
cally testing different strategies for imbalanced data (Prati et al., 2015; Galar et al., 2012;
Lo´pez et al., 2013). The main comparative characteristics of the three papers are listed
below in Table 1.
Prati et al. (2015) model the problem as how much does each strategy recover the losses
when an artificially imbalanced data set is created from a balanced one. Thus, the balanced
AUC is the “correct” or “limit” AUC, and they measure how much each strategy approaches
this limit when dealing with versions of the data set with up to 1% imbalance. They show
that SVM is the base classifier less sensitive to imbalance. They also show that in general
the loss in relation to the “correct” AUC, is small (5%) for imbalance rates up to 10%.
For more severe imbalances (up to 1%) there is a loss of about 20%. The research reports
the detailed comparisons of the different strategies for each of 7 base classifiers, but they
conclude that the effect of the different strategies is limited, only recovering on average 30%
of the loss due to class imbalance.
Galar et al. (2012) focus on ensemble based strategies to deal with imbalanced data.
They compare 7 different proposals for cost-based boosting where the weight update rules
of AdaBoost are changed to take into consideration the cost of making a minority class
error; 4 different algorithms in the family of boosting based ensembles, where sampling
strategies of adding or removing data for the training set of each boost are used; 4 different
bagging-based ensembles, which use sampling and bagging; and 2 algorithms classified as
hybrid. They use only C4.5 as the base classifier. They conclude that SMOTEBagging,
RUSBoost, and UnderBagging are the best strategies in terms of the AUC values, and
RUSBoost seems to be the less computationally complex solution.
Lo´pez et al. (2013) compare a 7 synthetic minority sampling strategies; 3 cost sensi-
tive learning; and 5 ensemble based strategies, using three base classifiers (kNN, C4.5, and
SVM). They first compare the strategies within each family and then compare the best
in each family to each other. Within the synthetic minority sampling they conclude that
SMOTE and SMOTE+ENN perform better. For the cost sensitive, class weight is the win-
ning strategy. And among the ensembles, RUSBoost, SMOTEBagging, and EasyEnsemble
perform better. When comparing the winners among themselves and a no-strategies ap-
proach (which we call baseline in this paper), they concluded that in general class weight,
SMOTE and SMOTE+ENN perform better than the other strategies and better than the
baseline.
Lo´pez et al. (2013) then explore artificially altered data sets that make it more explicit
the different intrinsic characteristics of imbalanced data, such as small disjuncts, low density
on the positive region, overlapping of classes, noisy data, differences between the training
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Table 1: Summary of the relevant literature.
(Prati et al.,
2015)
(Galar et al.,
2012)
(Lo´pez et al.,
2013)
Number of
data sets
22 44 66
Imbalance
range
from 50% to
1% with steps
between 5% and
10%
17 data sets with
imbalance be-
tween 1% to 5%
the rest between
10% and 35%
40% to 1% (mean
10%
Algorithms C4.5, C4.5Rules,
CN2, RIPPER,
Neural networks,
Naive Bayes,
SVM
C4.5 C4.5, kNN, SVM
Strategies Sampling:
SMOTE,
ADASYN,
SMOTE BOR-
DERLINE,
Random Over-
sampling
Cost: MetaCost
Sampling:
SMOTE
Ensembles:
AdaBoost, Ad-
aBoost.M1,
AdaBoost.M2,
Bagging, AdaC2,
RUSBoost,
SMOTEBoost,
MSMOTEBoost,
UnderBagging,
OverBag-
ging, Under-
OverBagging,
SMOTEBagging,
MSMOTEBag-
ging, IIVotes,
EasyEnsemble,
BalanceCascade
Sampling:
SMOTE,
SMOTE+ENN,
borderline
SMOTE,
ADASYN,
SL-SMOTE,
SPIDER2, DB-
SMOTE
Cost: Cl-Weight,
MetaCost, CS-
Classifier WEKA
Ensemble:
Adaboost.M1,
AdaBoostC2,
RUSBoost,
SMOTEBagging,
EasyEnsemble
Metric AUC AUC AUC
“Winning”
strategies
Random oversam-
pling
SMOTEBagging,
RUSBoost, Un-
derBagging
SMOTE,
SMOTE+ENN
Cl-Weight, Meta-
Cost RUSBoost,
SMOTEBagging
and test data sets, and illustrate some of the strategies for dealing with these characteristics,
but using a very weak base classifiers (a decision tree).
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This paper only deals with binary imbalanced problems. There has been a recent litera-
ture on multiclass imbalanced literature (Ferna´Ndez et al., 2013; Liao, 2008; Wang and Yao,
2012; Abdi and Hashemi, 2016). For these problems, some research follow the path of de-
composing the multiclass problem into either OVO or OVA binary imbalanced problems
(Ferna´Ndez et al., 2013; Liao, 2008) while other research tackle the full multiclass problem
directly (Wang and Yao, 2012; Abdi and Hashemi, 2016).
2. Methods
2.1 Strategies
In this research we tested the following strategies to deal with imbalanced data. These
are strategies that the previous empirical research (Prati et al., 2015; Galar et al., 2012;
Lo´pez et al., 2013) has singled out as the “winning” strategies, and when there were more
than one of the strategies within the same family we selected either the one with pub-
licly available implementation or the simpler one to implement (according to our second
assumption about the practitioner’s preferences).
• baseline is the null case - the use of a single base classifier, without any different
weighting for the classes.
• class weight. This strategy weights the positive examples with a higher value so that
erring the positive examples is costlier than negative examples. This is an internal
strategy and so it depends on changing the base classifier appropriately. Fortunately,
the R implementations of random forest, gradient boosting, and SVM already accept
a class weight parameter. The same is true for the Python implementation of such
algorithms. So this is a low cost alternative for the practitioner. In fact, the Scikit-
learn implementation of the three base classifier algorithms assume by default that
the class weight is set as we did in this paper.
We fixed the class weight for the negative class as 1 and for the positive as the inverse
of the imbalance rate, that is, for an imbalance rate of 1%, the positive class has a
weight of 100, and the negative weight 1.
• SMOTE Synthetic minority over-sampling strategy (Chawla et al., 2002) is probably
the best known method to generate new positive data. For each positive data point,
the method will search among the k nearest neighbours for those that are also positive,
and create a new data point (randomly placed) in the line segment that joins the
original point and each of those positive neighbours.
We used the SMOTE implementation of the R package MLR (Bischl et al., 2016). We
generated new examples until the two classes were balanced and used k = 5 (number
of nearest neighbours).
• Underbagging is the bagging of the base classifier, where each instance is trained
on a balanced sample of the data set, where the positive class is preserved, and the
negative class is randomly under-sampled. We created n (a hyperparameter) of these
balanced sets for each data set and trained the base classifier on them. The final
classifier is the bagging of the n base classifiers.
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• RUSBoost Besides external strategies and class weight we will test a special purpose
classifier that was well ranked in both Galar et al. (2012) and Lo´pez et al. (2013).
RUSBoost (Seiffert et al., 2010) is a boosting strategy that uses random undersam-
pling (removing negative data) for training the different boosts, and ADABoost.M1
(Freund et al., 1996) for the weight update and voting weights. The weight updates
for the examples are computed on the whole training set, not the undersampled set.
RUSBoost as proposed by Seiffert et al. (2010) is a general boosting strategy, that is,
it can be applied on any base classifier. For this comparison we are not using it as
a general boosting strategy). We fixed the base classifier as the CART decision tree
(teh same decision tree used in random forests and gradient boosting), and we use
RUSBoost as a special purpose classifier for imbalanced data.
We implemented our R version of RUSBoost based on one available at https://github.com/SteveOhh/RUSBoost.
The undersampling was set to achieve a 50% imbalance rate. The number of boosts
nboost is a hyperparameter.
2.2 Metrics
There has been a large body of discussion on how to assess the quality of classifiers on
imbalance problems, and a large set of metrics proposals that address one or more of the
problems.
The main problem with the standard metric, accuracy – the proportion of correct pre-
dictions – is that it assigns the same cost for both misclassification of positive and negative
examples. As we discussed above, an important aspect of imbalanced problems is that
there is some undestanding that misclassifying a positive case (a false positive) should be
costlier than misclassifying a negative case (a false negative). Accuracy does not take those
differences into consideration.
Different metrics have been proposed to “balance” the mistakes of the classifier on both
the positive and negative classes (Japkowicz, 2013).
This paper will focus on 6 metrics:
• accuracy abbreviated as acc
• area under the ROC curve abbreviated as auc
• F-measure abbreviated as f1
• G-mean (Kubat et al., 1998) abbreviated as gmean
• Matthew’s correlation coefficient(Matthews, 1975) abbreviated as mcc
• balanced accuracy abbreviated as bac
Let us denote TP as the number of true positives, that is, the correct positive predictions
of the classifier; TN as the number of true negatives; FP is the number of false positives,
that is data that the classifier predicted as positive which were in fact negative; and FN as
the number of false negatives. Then:
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acc =
TP + TN
TP + FP + TN + FN
precision =
TP
TP + FP
recall =
TP
TP + FN
specificity =
TN
TN + FP
f1 =
2
1
precision +
1
recall
=
2TP
2TP + FP + FN
bac =
recall + specificity
2
=
TP
TP+FN
+ TN
TN+FP
2
gmean =
√
recall × specificity =
√
TP
TP + FN
×
TN
TN + FP
mcc =
TP × TN − FP × FN√
(TP + FP )(TP + FN)(TN + FP )(TN + FN)
Accuracy is the proportion of correct predictions. Notice that TP+FN is the total
number of positive examples, and thus recall is the accuracy for positive examples (the
proportion of true predictions for the positive examples). TN+FP is the total number of
negative examples, and thus specificity is the accuracy for the negative examples. Precision
is the probability that the classifier is correct if it outputs the positive class (TP+FP are
all the cases the classifier predicted as positive).
Classifiers usually compute internally a score value for each data. Let us assume that
higher scores are associated with the positive class. Besides computing the score, the classi-
fier also defines a threshold, above which it classifies the example as positive. Changing this
threshold, one can change which examples are classified as positive or negative. Lowering
the threshold will change the classification of some examples that before were negative to
positive. Let assume that some of these were indeed positive (before they were false nega-
tive) but not all of them. Lowering the threshold caused an increase of the true positives and
thus an increase in recall. But the newly false positives decrease specificity - the accuracy
of negative cases. Therefore, by changing the threshold one can trade recall for specificity,
increasing one while decreasing the other. Similarly, one can trade recall for precision.
The metrics bac, f1 and gmean attempt to balance two of these conflicting/tradable
metrics. bac balances the accuracy of the positive cases (recall) with the accuracy of the
negative cases (specificity) by taking the arithmetic mean of both figures. f1 computes
the harmonic mean between recall and precision. gmean computes the geometric means
between recall and specificity.
MCC is the Pearson correlation between the predicted and the correct classes. The
usual Pearson correlation formula:
ρ(X,Y ) =
E[XY ]− E[X]E[Y ]√
E[X2]− E[X]2
√
E[Y 2]− E[Y ]2
(1)
where X is the predicted class, and Y is the correct class reduces to the mcc formula above
when one realises that:
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• X and Y are binary, and thus E[X2] = E[X]
• E[X] is the proportion of examples classified as positive ((TP + FP )/N), where
N = TP + FP + TN + FN is the total number of examples
• E[Y ] is the proportion of positive examples ((TP + FN)/N),
• E[XY ] is the proportion of true positives (TP/N)
Area under the curve (AUC) is defined in terms of the receiver operating character-
istic (ROC) curve , which is constructed by plotting the recall and specificity (actually
1-specificity) of the classifier for different values of the score threshold discussed above. The
ROC is the convex hull of those points, and the AUC is the area of that ROC.
A more intuitive definition is that the AUC is an estimate of the probability that a ran-
dom positive example will have a higher score than a randomly selected negative example.
Under this interpretation, assuming that f(x) is the score for example x, X+ is the set of
positive examples, and X− the set of negative examples, then
auc =
1
|X+| × |X−|
∑
p∈X+,n∈X−
H(f(p)− f(n)) (2)
where H(x) = +1 if x > 0, and 0 otherwise, is the Heaviside step function. The formula
just counts the number of times the score of a positive example is higher than the score of
a negative example, divided by the number of pairs.
There are other metrics proposed in the literature (Scott, 2007; Japkowicz, 2013; Branco et al.,
2016). In this paper we focus on the 6 metrics listed above: auc, acc, f1, gmean, mcc, and
bac.
Haixiang et al. (2017) reviewed the recent literature in both techniques and application
of imbalanced problems and discovered that AUC, accuracy, gmean, and f1 are the four
most used metrics in those papers (in this order). The next most used metrics were: recall,
specificity and precision, followed by balanced accuracy and MCC.
Given the frequency of use, we believe that auc, accuracy, gmean, and f1 must be
included in the analysis of this paper. The next three measures are “one sided” in the sense
that one can always artificially increase one of them (by changing the decision threshold)
and thus should not be used in empirical comparisons. Finally we also add the other two
less used metrics bac and mcc.
We understand that accuracy is a metric that violates one of the characteristics of
an imbalance problem, the intuition that misclassifying positive examples should be more
costly that misclassifying negative examples, and thus it is inappropriate as a metric for
an imbalanced problem. But given our goal answering a practitioner’s need for practical
knowledge on how to solve a imbalanced problem, we cannot disregard that they seem to
use the metric with frequency.
2.3 Data and classifiers
In this paper we used the some of the UCI public data sets collected by Ferna´ndez-Delgado et al.
(2014). For each data set:
10
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• If the data set was multiclass, we selected as positive the class with the lowest fre-
quency just above 5%. If the frequencies for all classes were below 5%, we selected as
positive the most frequent class. All the other classes would be named as negative.
• If the data set was binary, we selected the less frequent class as positive.
After this procedure, the transformed data set was binary, and the positive class was less
frequent than the negative.
• If the positive class had an imbalance higher than 5%, we randomly removed random
positive examples until it reached an imbalance of 5%.
• If the positive class had an imbalance below 5%, we removed random negative exam-
ples until the positive class reached an imbalance of 5%.
Finally we removed random positive examples of the data set to achieve imbalance rates
of 3%, 1% and 0.1% provided there were at least 10 positive cases remaining. The limit of
10 positive cases was set so that in the experimental set up (discussed below) the test set
would have at least two positive examples.
Table 2 displays the number of data sets for each imbalance level. At the lowest imbal-
ance (5%) we started with 82 different data sets, but for the more severe levels (1% and
0.1%) we could use only produce 40 of them.
Table 2: Number of data sets for each imbalance rate.
Imbalance rate number of datasets
0.1% 40
1.0% 40
3.0% 66
5.0% 82
The base classifiers used were:
• random forest (rf). We used the R randomForest implementation. The hyperpa-
rameter range was: mtry ∈ [1,number of dimensions] and ntree ∈ [24, 212].
• SVM with RBF kernel (svm). We used the R implementation. The hyperparam-
eters were C ∈ [2−5, 215] and γ ∈ [2−15, 23].
• Extreme gradient boosting (xgb). We used the R implementation. Hyperparam-
eters: max depth ∈ [1, 6], eta ∈ [0.005, 0.05], nrounds ∈ {20, 40, 60, . . . 140}.
Besides the base classifiers, two other algorithms have hyperparameters:
• RUSBoost is treated in this paper as a special purpose classifier for imbalanced
problems based on boosting of decision trees. The number of trees is a hyperparameter
whose possible values are nboost ∈ {10, 20, 30, 40, 60}.
11
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• Underbagging is a general strategy that combines sampling and bagging and can be
used with any base classifier. Underbagging also has a hyperparameter – the number
of bags n which was selected from n ∈ {10, 20, 30, 40, 60}. The search for the best
value of this hyperparameter is performed in parallel with the search for the base
classifier’s hyperparameter.
2.4 Experimental setup
For each data set, for each imbalanced level we randomly selected 20% of the data set as
test. The proportion of classes was the same in both the training and test set but we did
not impose any other constraint on the partitioning (against the warnings of Lo´pez et al.
(2014)) .
Let us call solution a combination of a strategy and a base classifier, or the RUSBoost
classifier. We performed a 3-fold cross validation on the training set to select the best set
of hyperparameters for the solution. The hyperparameters were selected from 10 random
samples from the ranges described above. For the case of underbagging, all base classifiers
in the ensemble used the same set of hyperparameters. The hyperparameters were selected
based on each of the 6 metrics used.
Once the hyperparameters were selected, we trained the solution with those hyperpa-
rameters using the whole training set, and measure it on the test set using the same metric
used to select the hyperparameters.
We repeated the process (starting at the random selection of the test set) 3 times, that
is, we have three measures of the quality of the solution, which we averaged to have a better
estimate.
Formally, we used a 3-repetition of a 20% holdout procedure with a nested 3-fold for
selecting the hyperparameters.
We are interested in answering four questions for the practitioner, and thus we perform
four comparisons (for each metric). We are also interested in answering one question for
the scholars working on the problem of imbalance data.
• The first question is “what is in general the best strategy for imbalance data (for each
metric)?”. This question is independent of the base classifier, the data set, and the
imbalance rate, and thus these factors are marginalised out of the comparison: we
compare the 4 strategies, for all combinations of base classifiers, imbalance rates, and
data sets.
• The second questions is “what is the best strategy for moderately imbalance data?”
and “what is the best strategy for severely imbalanced data?”. In our experiment we
consider the 5% imbalance as moderate, and the 0.1% imbalance as severe. Thus we
compare the 4 strategies on all classifiers, and all data sets with imbalance of 5%, and
the same for all data sets with imbalance of 0.1%.
• If the practitioner have control over which base classifier to use, we would like to
answer the question “What is the best combination of base classifier and strategy?”.
Thus we compare all combinations of strategies and classifiers (4× 3) for all data sets
and all imbalance rates.
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• Although we mentioned that we assume that a practitioner will prefer an out-of-the-
box implementation, we believe that if a less known solution if clearly a good one, the
practitioner would use it (and that would suggest that such strategy should be soon
placed “in-the-box”). The question we would like to answer is “How does the best
combination of standard classifiers and strategies compare to the best special purpose
solution?”. In this case we follow some research (Galar et al., 2012; Lo´pez et al.,
2013) that found that RUSBoost as one of the best ensemble strategies and we use
a RUSBoost of decision trees as a special purpose solution for imbalanced problems.
We compare the best combination of classifier and strategy (discovered above) with a
RUSBoost solution, for all data sets and all imbalance rates.
• Finally, the previous research, in particular Prati et al. (2015), determined that SVM
is the base classifier less sensitive to imbalance of the data. But none of the previous
research had evaluated random forests or gradient machines. Therefore we would like
to answer the question “what is the best base classifier?” using the baseline strategy,
for all datasets and imbalance rates. We believe that this answer will be of value to
scholars in the area.
2.5 Statistical analysis
We broadly follow Demsar’s procedure (Demsˇar, 2006) to compare multiple classifiers on
multiple data sets but with some of the modifications as proposed by Garcia and Herrera
(2008); Garc´ıa et al. (2010). In particular, instead of using the Nemenyi test as proposed by
Demsar, we used the Friedman post hoc test, with multi-comparison adjustment of the p-
value following Bergmann and Hommel (Bergmann and Hommel, 1988) (we used the Holm
procedure (Holm, 1979) for the case where more than 9 classifiers were compared). We used
the R package scmamp (Calvo and Santafe, 2016) to perform the computations.
Demsar proposed a graphical representation of the resulting comparisons. We will use a
more compact representation, using a table to both display the order of the different strate-
gies, and whether the differences are significative (with 95% confidence) or not (Piepho,
2004). The top left corner of Table 3 is an example of such table. The mean rank, which
orders the different strategies is displayed in the second column. The third column shows
the statistical significance: if two lines share a letter then the difference between the cor-
responding results is not statistically significant. In the case of first pane of Table 3, the
difference between first and second lines are not statistically significant, but both of them
have significant differences with the third and forth. The third and fourth are also not
significantly different. The first and second panes of Table 9 in the appendix show more
complex examples where the lines are not grouped into not-statistically-different blocks.
2.6 Reproducibility
The imbalanced datasets, the programs that run the experiments, the results of all experi-
ments, and the R program to perform the analysis are available at https://figshare.com/s/96b3d7f8d3f74de4b6e3.
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3. Results
3.1 General comparison
Table 3 reports the comparison of all strategies, for the 5 metrics. The second column “rank”
is the mean rank of the strategy across all databases (lower is better). The third column
indicates the groups of not-statistically significant differences, as discussed in above. For
AUC and accuracy, baseline and class weight perform equally well. For F-measure, SMOTE
performs better than the alternatives. For G-mean, underbagging is the sole winner, and
for MCC, all strategies but underbagging perform equally well.
Table 3: Comparisons of the strategies across all algorithms, and imbalance rates for all 5
metrics.
algorithm rank algorithm rank
auc acc
baseline 2.29 a baseline 1.95 a
weight 2.34 a weight 1.96 a
smote 2.47 b smote 2.41 b
underbagging 2.91 c underbagging4 c
f1 gmean
smote 2.26 a underbagging 1.46 a
weight 2.51 b smote 2.57 b
baseline 2.52 b baseline 2.97 c
underbagging 2.71 c weight 3.00 c
mcc bac
smote 2.37 a underbagging 1.68 a
baseline 2.48 a smote 2.59 b
weight 2.50 a baseline 2.84 c
underbagging 2.65 b weight 2.89 c
3.2 Different imbalance rates
Table 4 displays the comparisons of the strategies across all algorithms for the moderate
imbalance case (5%) and the severe imbalance case (0.1%). For AUC, class weight, the
baseline and SMOTE perform at similar levels for both the moderate and severe imbalance.
Underbagging perform significantly worse than the best strategy.
For accuracy, baseline and class weight perform better in both situations, and smote and
underbagging perform significantly worse. For F-measure, SMOTE performs significantly
better then the other strategies for the moderate imbalance, but it is joined by class weight
and the baseline in the severe case. For g-mean, underbagging perform significantly better
than the other strategies for both cases. And for MCC, SMOTE performs better than the
alternatives in the moderate case, but all strategies are equivalent in the severe case.
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Table 4: Comparisons of the strategies across all algorithms, and 5% and 0.1% imbalance
rates for the auc metric
5% 0.1%
algorithm rank algorithm rank
auc
weight 2.36 a baseline 2.21 a
baseline 2.37 a weight 2.30 a
smote 2.40 a smote 2.55 ab
underbagging 2.87 b underbagging 2.93 b
acc
baseline 1.96 a weight 1.94 a
weight 2.00 a baseline 1.99 a
smote 2.31 b smote 2.48 b
underbagging 3.73 c underbagging 3.60 c
f1
smote 2.12 a weight 2.39 a
baseline 2.57 b smote 2.45 a
underbagging 2.64 b baseline 2.46 a
weight 2.67 b underbagging 2.70 a
gmean
underbagging 1.49 a underbagging 1.46 a
smote 2.39 b smote 2.76 b
baseline 3.04 c weight 2.87 b
weight 3.09 c baseline 2.90 b
mcc
smote 2.22 a weight 2.39 a
baseline 2.55 b baseline 2.40 a
weight 2.58 b underbagging 2.59 a
underbagging 2.66 b smote 2.62 a
ba
underbagging 1.69 a underbagging 1.72 a
smote 2.41 b baseline 2.73 b
baseline 2.92 c weight 2.74 b
weight 2.97 c smote 2.82 b
3.3 Best combination
For AUC, rf+baseline, rf+smote, rf+weight, xgb+baseline, xgb+weight, and xgb+smote
are the best combinations, with no significant difference between them. For accuracy:
xgb+baseline, xgb+weight, rf+weight, and rf+baseline are the best combinations.
For F-measure, xgb+smote is the best combination; for G-mean, rf+underbagging and
xgb+underbagging. And for mcc, xgb+smote.
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The full tables are in Appendix A.
3.4 Comparison to RUSBoost
Table 5 compares the best combination of base classifier and strategy with the RUSBoost
classifier. For each metric, the table lists the mean rank and the name of the best com-
bination, the mean rank of the RUSBoost, and the p-value of the Wilcoxon signed rank
comparison. Note that for all metrics, all best combinations have a lower mean rank than
RUSBoost, and that the difference is statistically significant (p-values below 5e-2).
Table 5: Comparisons of the best solution for each metric and RUSBoost
metric best combination rusboost p.value
rank name rank
auc 1.21 rf+baseline 1.79 1e-15
acc 1.05 xgb+baseline 1.95 3e-37
f1 1.13 xgb+smote 1.87 6e-35
gmean 1.11 rf+underbagging 1.89 2e-31
mcc 1.15 xgb+smote 1.85 1e-33
bac 1.16 xgb+underbagging 1.84 3e-30
3.5 Best base classifiers
Table 6 displays the comparison of each base classifier, when operating in baseline, for each
metric. For AUC and accuracy, random forest and gradient boosting are equally good; for
F-measure, G-mean and MCC gradient boosting performs better. In all cases SVM, is the
worst algorithm.
Table 6: Comparison of the base classifiers using baseline for each metric.
algorithm rank algorithm rank
auc acc
rf 1.74 a xgb 1.73 a
xgb 1.76 a rf 1.87 a
svm 2.50 b svm 2.40 b
f1 gmean
xgb 1.66 a xgb 1.63 a
rf 1.91 b rf 1.95 b
svm 2.44 c svm 2.42 c
mcc bac
xgb 1.66 a xgb 1.65 a
rf 1.88 b rf 1.91 b
svm 2.46 c svm 2.44 c
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4. Discussion
Dependency on the quality metric
A very important aspect of the results reported above is that the selection of the best
strategy is strongly related to the metric. As far as we know, this has not been reported
in the literature, and it has important consequences to both practitioners and researchers.
Practitioners must first define the metric they will to assess the quality of the classifier
before attempting different imbalance strategies. If the practitioner is using AUC as metric
then the baseline or class weight is likely the best strategies, but they are the worst if one
is using MCC, and both differences are significative.
Unfortunately, we cannot provide any advice to the practitioner as to which metric is
the most useful or is the “correct” metric. We point the reader to some references that
discuss the different metrics: Gu et al. (2009), Jeni et al. (2013), and Japkowicz (2013).
The reader should also be aware of literature such as Herna´ndez-Orallo et al. (2012) and
Hand (2009) which link performance metrics with expected classification loss when one
does not know the operational conditions (such as ratio of imbalance and costs of errors for
different classes) in advance.
We do not believe that the strong dependency of the best strategy on the metric used
was a know result in the area. No paper or review of the area explicitly state it. And even
if that is common knowledge, and thus does not need to be stated, then researchers in the
area are not producing the most useful knowledge because most of the algorithm proposal
or empirical comparisons papers published do not use multiple metrics in the comparisons.
This result should also motivate future researchers in the area to compare their new al-
gorithms and strategies using different metrics - a strategy that outperforms the alternatives
using one metric may outperform them using other metrics. By making the comparisons
in different metric available, the researcher is providing useful information for practitioners
that must decide (once they have selected the quality metric) whether to try or not that
algorithm and strategy.
Strong base classifiers and relation to previous results
The second important conclusion is that this research seems to contradict the published
results, in particular the results that use AUC as metric (Prati et al., 2015; Galar et al.,
2012; Lo´pez et al., 2013). None of these papers point the baseline and class weight as the
best alternatives for improving the AUC in imbalanced data.
The important difference between our research and theirs is that we use much more
powerful base classifiers. Prati et al. (2015) and Lo´pez et al. (2013) include SVMs among
less powerful classifiers such as tree and rule induction, and naive bayes while we test
only with SVMs, random forest, and boosting machines. We understand that there are
good reasons to use simpler base classifiers if the goal of the research is to advance one’s
understanding of the strategies themselves. If the base classifier “is not of much help”, all
the differences observed are due to differences in the strategies themselves. But under the
practitioner’s perspective we adopted, the base classifiers will not be necessarily simple. In
particular the two base classifiers we introduced (random forest and boosting machines) are
particularly good in dealing with imbalanced data, and the strategies seem to hinder their
ability to deal with the problem.
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To demonstrate that the use of strong base classifiers is indeed what causes the difference
of our results to the previous ones, we run the comparions of the strategies (and RUSBoost)
using 2 weak base classifiers: 1-nearest neighbour and a CART decision tree. Table 7 shows
the comparison on the AUC metric. The results partially reproduce the conclusions of the
previous research. Galar et al. (2012), which uses only decision trees as base classifiers, list
as winning strategies both RUSBoost and Underbagging which are the best two strategies
in Table 7 and they are not statistically significantly different.
The results in Table 7 are less congruent to Lo´pez et al. (2013) which list SMOTE,
RUSBoost and class weight as winning strategies, obtained using knn, C4.5 and SVM (all
with fixed hyperparameters) as base classifiers. In our case, baseline performs better than
class weight, and underbagging is one of the two best strategies which are not conclusions in
Lo´pez et al. (2013). It is likely that this divergence in results is due to the difference in the
datasets used, and the fact that Lo´pez et al. (2013) use also SVM as base classifier (Table 9
shows that underbagging is particularly bad for SVMs which would lower Lo´pez et al. (2013)
ranking for undebagging).
Table 7: Comparisons of the strategies using weaker classifiers (1-nn and CART) for AUC
algorithm mean.rank auc
rusboost 2.13 a
underbagging 2.20 a
smote 2.88 b
baseline 3.45 c
weight 4.34 d
RUSBoost
As we discussed, RUSBoost is an external strategy that combines boosting and sampling
and could be used with any base classifier. By fixing the base classifier to a decision tree
we were expecting that it would be a competitive special purpose classifier. In fact, it is
competitive when compared to the other strategies using weak base classifiers (Table 7) but
not when compared to stronger classifiers, using AUC as metric.
Section 3.4 shows that RUSBoost is not competitive when comparing it to the best
combination of strategy and base classifier for all metrics. This seems to indicate that there
it is unlikely that a special purpose classifier can outperform, in general, a combination of
one of the strategies used in the paper and a strong base classifier.
But surprisingly, RUSBoost is not competitive even when compared to gradient boosting
- also a boosting ensemble based on decision trees, just like RUSBoost, but without any
special consideration given to imbalance. We comparedRUSBoost with XGB+baseline, that
is a simple gradient boosting classifier. Table 8 displays the mean rank of gradient boosting
with baseline and RUSBoost and the p-value of the Wilcoxon signed rank test between the
two algorithms, for all metrics. RUSBoost performs significantly worse than XGB+baseline
in all metrics.
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Table 8: Comparison between XGB+baseline and RUSBoost for all metrics
metric rank XGB rank RUSBoost p value
auc 1.16 1.84 5.5e-24
acc 1.06 1.94 2.7e-37
f1 1.21 1.79 2.4e-28
gmean 1.65 1.35 4.5e-10
mcc 1.24 1.76 4.4e-28
ba 1.64 1.36 1.0e-07
Testing other strategies
There are many minority oversampling algorithms: SMOTE (Chawla et al., 2002), SMOTE+ENN
(Batista et al., 2004), Borderline-SMOTE (Han et al., 2005), ADASYN, (He et al., 2008),
Safe-level-SMOTE (Bunkhumpornpat et al., 2009), SPIDER2 (Napiera la et al., 2010), Random-
SMOTE (Dong and Wang, 2011), DBSMOTE (Bunkhumpornpat et al., 2012), SMOTE-
FRST (Ramentol et al., 2012), SMOTE-RSB* (Ramentol et al., 2012), SMOTE-IPF (Sa´ez et al.,
2015), among others. Lo´pez et al. (2013) compared SMOTE, SMOTE+ENN, Borderline-
SMOTE, ADASYM, Safe-level-SMOTE DBSMOTE, and SPIDER2 and concluded that
SMOTE and SMOTE+ENN achieved the highest performance (AUC), and that the differ-
ence between the two was not statistically significant. Prati et al. (2015) compared SMOTE,
ADASYN and Borderline-SMOTE, and found little (non significant) differences among them
(again using AUC). We therefore selected SMOTE to be compared in this paper since both
papers concluded that SMOTE seems among the best oversampling solutions.
Should one test the newer oversampling strategies, which have not been tested in the
previous research, such as Random-SMOTE, SMOTE-FRST, SMOTE-RSB*, and SMOTE-
IPF? For all metrics but f-measure and MCC, SMOTE is not among the best performing
strategies and thus it seems unlikely that the newer variants of SMOTE would be compet-
itive. But for f-measure and MCC it is probably worth it to compare the newer algorithms
for oversampling. In fact, one should also compare the older variations of oversampling,
such as Borderline-SMOTE, ADASYN, SMOTE+ENN, and SPIDER2 since the conclu-
sions by Lo´pez et al. (2013) and Prati et al. (2015) of the equivalence of these variations
was dependent on the fact that they used AUC as metric. For AUC, one may conclude
that oversampling in general is not a worthwhile strategy, but for f-measure it is, and the
difference between the algorithms may be of importance.
Therefore, future research should test other variants of the strategies included in this
research but probably only for the metrics in which the “standard version” of strategy was
the best performing. Therefore one should test:
• variations of SMOTE for f-measure and for MCC.
• variations of underbagging for g-means.
Beyond the testing and comparing newer strategies as discussed above, we feel that an
important contribution to the design of future strategies is a deeper understanding on why
there is this strong dependency on the quality of the strategy and metric used to evaluate
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the quality. Why are SMOTE and possible other versions of minority oversampling the best
strategy when one is using f-measure as metric? Why is underbagging the best strategy for
g-means and balanced accuracy, but the worse strategy (and significantly so) for almost all
other metrics? This paper does not provide insights on this relation between metrics and
strategies, but we feel that future research should address that.
5. Conclusions
The first important conclusion of this research is that the best strategy strongly depends
on the metric used. The practitioner must define which metric will be used to evaluate the
quality of the classifier.
• If the user is usingAUC as the metric of quality then baseline or class weight strategies
are likely the best alternatives (regardless if the imbalance is moderate (5%) or severe
(0.1%). If the practitioner has control over which base classifier to use, then one
should opt for a gradient boosting or a random forest.
• If one is using accuracy as metric then baseline or class weight are the best strategies
and the best classifier is gradient boosting.
• If one is using f-measure as metric then SMOTE is a good strategy for any imbalance
rate and best classifier is gradient boosting.
• If one is using G-mean as metric then Underbagging is the best strategy for any
imbalance rate and the best classifiers are random forest and gradient boosting.
• If one is using Matthew’s correlation coefficient as metric then almost all strate-
gies perform the equally well in general, but SMOTE seems to perform better for less
imbalanced data and the best classifier is gradient boosting
• If one is using the balanced accuracy as metric then Underbagging is the best
strategy for any imbalance rate and best classifier are random forest and gradient
boosting.
As suggestions for researchers in the area of imbalance problems, we believe that when
proposing new algorithms the researcher should compare it with the alternative algorithms
using different metrics. Finally, when proposing external strategies, the researcher should
test them also using strong base classifiers.
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